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1. Introduction 
Stability analysis of reducible quadrature methods of the second kind Volterra integral 
equations has received considerable attention in the literature recently [1,14], but little has been 
published on the stability of reducible quadrature methods for Volterra integral equations of the 
second kind with lagging argument. 
Consider the Volterra integral equation with delay argument of the second kind 
f(x)=s(x)+jx+, Y, f(v), fb-7)) 0, hx\(X, 
f(x) =s(x), :+-7, o), (11) 
. 
where T is a positive constant, f(x) is the unknown function and g(x), 4(x), H( x, y, u, v) are 
given functions. This type of integral equation arises in certain applications to impulse theory 
[lO,ll]. We assume that the conditions for the existence of a unique continuous solution are 
satisfied [4]. 
Direct quadrature methods for the numerical solution of (1.1) are obtained by applying 
quadrature rules of the form 
to discretize (1.1) and yield equations of the form 
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for values & approximating f(x,), and fi_T approximating f( xi - T). Here the value of k 
on the desired accuracy. If the required starting values fe, .. . , fo, fi, . . . , /k_l are knom 
fk, f,, + 1, can be computed by methods developed in [5]. 
In this paper we consider the class of quadrature methods which are reducible to linear 
multistep methods for solving ODES (ordinary differential equations). 
an s of such quadrature methods are treated in [15]. We shall use ari 





i-o b n-j* n-k<j<n, 
I’he construction and 
important prolxrty of 
(13) . 
where we have defined wn,j = 0 for j > n. The real constants ai and bi are the coefficients of a 
convergent linear multistep method. Assume a0 f 0. From the theory of linear multistep 
methods for ODES (see [81), we recall the characteristic polynomials p and u: 
p(S) := i aifk-’ and o(5):= ~ bi~k-i, (14) . 
the consistency condkon a(l) = 0 and d(1) 
i=O 
= a(l), and the fact that p and Q have no common 
factors. Furthermore, the polynomial p is a simple von Neumann polynomial. This means that 
all roots of p have modulus less than or equal to one and those with modulus one are simple. The 
auadrature method (1.2) associated with the linear multistep method (p, a) through (1.3) is said 
to be reducible. 
The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the stability behavior of (p, CP) reducible 
quadrature methods with respect to the test equation 
Y(X) =#(O) + /-?PY(s) + ds - 4) ds, 
JO 0 5) . 
Y(X) =\tbh xE[--7,o). 
For 4 = 0 the test equation reduces to a nondelay equation 
Y(X) = m +pf;b) dh 
0 (1 6) . 
Y(X) = #b)* XE [-T,O). 
It can be derived [13] that the stability behavior with respect to (1.6) of (p, u) reducible 
quadrature methods is determined by the roots of the characteristic equation 
P(Z) - hP&) = 0. (17) . 
see also [2]. 
The stability behavior is well known from the ODE theory, since (1.7) is identical to the 
characteristic equation of the linear multistep method (p, a) applied to the ODE test equation 
y ’ = py. Thus the stability analysis based on (1.6) is straightforward, which is a consequence of 
the fact that 4 = 0, and there is no delay. 
We emphasize that the analysis based on (1.5) is only a preliminary step towards a stability 
analysis for discrete Volterra equations with delay arguments 
n n 
L=%+h C wnsjK(xn* xj)fi+h C wn,jE(xn* "i)h-5* 
j=O j-0 
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2. Stabiiity analysis 
By differentiating (l.S), it is readily seen that the solution of (1.5) is identical to the solution of 
the first-order differential equation with delay argument 
y’=py(x)+qy(x-7), UxfX, 
Y(X) -9(x), X4--?, 0). 
(2 1) . 
Let us recall that the asymptotic behavior of the exact solutions of (2.1) for real or complex p 
and q has been considered by several authors (see [3,6,12]). In the real case, the stability set S*, 
i.e. the set of all values ( p, q) such that for any given continuous function #(x), the solution 
y(x) of (2.1) tends to zero as t tends to infinity, is an open domain in the (p, q)-plane contained 
in the half plane p < l/r and determined by the straight line q = -p and the curve p = 
QD Wffa 4 = -QD sin(gn), QP E (0, W/T). However, it is difficult to analyze the stability of 
many numerical methods for all ( p, q) E S *, and therefore it is usual to restrict his analysis to 
the convex cone D* = (( p, q) E R* 1 1 q 1 < -p) which is a subset of S*. Also on the complex 
case, for the sake of simplicity, the stability studies are usually restricted to the complex set 
D=(!Ps @=*I l4l < -Re(p)} which is contained in the complex stability region. 




Rutting T=(m- u)h, witi u E [0, 1) and m a positive integer we have 
y&j - T) = (I-- U)Yh( tp*) + W&j-m+l)= 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
Here y,,(tj - T) denotes the numerical approximation at the point ti - I and yh( +) the 
numerical approximation at the point h( j - m). We now apply the differencing technique once 
to the equations (2.2). We take a weighted sum of successive equations (2.2) to obtain 
k k n k 
c aiYn-i = C ai+ + hP C C aiwn-i,jYj 
i=O i=O k=O i=O 
+qh f: i aiWn-i,jYh(tj-T) 
j=O i=O 
k k 
(2 4) . 
i=O i=O 
where we have used (1.3) and the equality p(l) = Cy=oai = 0. Notice that for q = 0, we obtain the 
difference quation associated with the test equation (1.6). 
Substituting (2.3) into (2.4), we arrive at the difference quations 
k k k k 
c aiYn-l= hP C biY,-i + qh C biY,-i-,(1 - U) + qh C biYn-i-m+lU= (2 5) . 
i-0 i=o i=O i-0 
We observe that the solution y(x) of (1.5) (or equivalently (2.1)) tends to zero as x + oo if 
IPI < -4. Ideally, a numerical method for (1.5) should preserve qualitative behavior of the 
exact solution. This observation suggests the following definitions. 
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. The quadrature method (1.2) applied to (1 S) is said to be absolutely stable for given 
and hq if* for these values of hp and hq, the solution yn of (2.5) tends to zero as n --) 00. 
2. A region R in the (hp, h&plane is said to be the region of absolute stability of the 
.2) if (1.2) is absolutely stable for all (hp, hq) E BP. 
In this section we find some stability regions for one step method k = 1 and particular m and 
of the &method. 
equation associated with the difference equation (2.5) is 
p(t) - hpa(() - qhs-mo([)(l - u) - qhe-m+la([)u = 0. (3 1) . 
shall refer to the left-hand side oY’ (3.ij as the stability polynomial of the method, and 
it by S(& hp, hq). From Definition 1 the reader may verify that the method (1.2) is 
utely stable for a given hp and hq if and only if the roots [i of S([; hp, hq) = 0 satisfy 
k, i.e.* a Schur polynomial. This leads to the definition of the following set. 
3. For a fried h > 0 the set 
S pIq.h= ((pk qh): s(k hp, hq) is a Schurpolynomial). 
4. Assume ( p, a) reducible quadrature method, then 
S p.q.h = D*c. 
Consider the characteristic polynomial (3.1) of (2.2). It can be written in the form 
(5) =Prn(O - Q(6) 
with 
pm(5l = tm( P(Z) - hPa(5))9 Q(t) = qhdl)((l - u) + 5~). 
Applying Rouche’s Theorem [9], it follows that the roots of 
P(t) - hP4S) = 0 
areintheunitdiskand 
(3 21 . 
1 qhu(eiP)(l - u + e”+‘u) 1 < 1 P(e”) - hpu(e”) 1 (3 3) . 
for cp E [O, HIT), u E [0, 1). These imply that IV’& is a Schur polynomial. 
Condition (3.1) is equivalent to the stability of the nondelay problem (q = 0). For condition 
(3.2) we define 
f(cp) = I PW) - hp4+) I *, g(cp, u) = 1 qhu(e”)(l- u + e’%) I*. 
th this definition (3.3) takes the form 
f(T) > g(Tp, 4, 9p E [0,24, u E 10, 1). (3 4) . 
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Fig. 1. 
Since for all QD E [0,27r), g(cp, u) is a second-degree polynomial in u with g(q, 0) = 1 qho(e’q) 1 2 
= g( Qp, 1) and its leading coefficient is positive, we have 
suP(g(cp, 4: u E [o, 1)) = Iid% 0). 
Therefore (3.3) is equivalent to 
l y(a(e”)) 1 2 ( I P(e”) - xa(eiQ) I 2, q E [0,24, (3 5) . 
wherey=qh and x=hp. 
If (x, y) E SP,Q,h, then (x, y) satisfies (3.5). 
In particular, for q = 0 
14)121Y12< lP(O-~41)12 or IYI < 1x1 
and therefore (x, y) E D* and hence SP,sh c D. 0 
Example 5. Let a( 6) = [ and p( 5) = 5 - 1. Then from (3.2) we have 11 - x I > 1 and from 
Jy12<(1-x)2+1 -2(1-x) coscp, cpE[O,2a), (3 6) . 
the region of stability is given in Fig. 1. 
Example 6. Let u(c) = g(S + 1) and p(t) = s - 1; then from (3.2) we have x ( 0 and from 
IYI 2 1 
eip, + 1 2 eicp + 1 2 
2 
I < I eicp -l-x2 , 9140,24, 
the region of stability is given in Fig. 2. 
3. I. Stability regions- &nethods 
The &method [7] applied to (1.1) yields 
f.=g(~~)+h(l-e)n~lwn,j~(xn, Xi, fi, fi-5) 
j=O 
+h@ i wn,jH(Xn, xj9 fiv h-7) 
j-l 
(3 7) . 
(3 8) . 
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Fig. 2. 
a= 1,2,... and 6~ [O,l]. 
Appkation of (3.8) to the test equation (1.5) yields the equations 
Ym=q(0)+h(l-~)n~* j=Ow,,(PYj + W&j - 4) 
n 
+ h@ c Wfl.j( PYj + 4Yhbj - 7)). 
j=l 
Using (2.3) and (1.3) and p(l) = 0 we obtain 
k 
c ai)“,-i = r) hp i b,Y,_i + qh i b~U,-i-,(l- U) + uqh i biyn-i-m+l 
i-0 i i-0 i=O i=O 
+(I - @)‘hp i biYm_i + qh i biyn-i_,(l- u) + qhu i btyn 
\ i=l i-l i-l 




The ckracteristic equation associated with the difference equation (3.10) is 
~(5) = @( hp&) + qh(l - toS-m~(5) + ~hE-“+‘~(6)} 
+(l - e>( hp&) - Mkhp + qh(1 - U)6-m@(E) 
Rewriting yields 
-qh(l - u)b&“Sk + qhut-“+‘a(() - qh(l - h)boc-m+l[k]. 
(3.11) 
~(6) - (hpdt) + qh(i - ~)E-~u(t) + qhuC”+‘u(E) 
-b,,(l - e)skhp - (I - 8)qh(l - u)S-“‘[~ 
-(l - B)qh(l - u)bo[-‘“+*Ek} = 0. (3.12) 
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The left-hand side of (3.12) is the stability pclynomial of the ~%n~thod and can be written as 
w,8(5) = P:(5) - Q”(t), (3.13) 
where 
C!!(S) = hm[ ~(6) - &o(E) + I( -8)b,Mk], 
Q(e) = (1 - B)tkqhbo(l - u) + (1 - B)qh(l - u)b&&+’ - qhu&r($) 
- qh(1 - u)a(t). 
Again applying Rouche’s Theorem [9], it follows that the roots of 
~(5) - &a(l) + (1 - 8)irpboSk = 0 
are in the unit disk for 8 E [O, l] and 
(3.14) 
I(1 - @)(l - u)qM,Tk(l + 5) - qho(5)(& + 1 - u) 1 
< 1 P(S) - hP4) + (1 - mlhPSk( (3.15) 
for 6 = eiq, q E [0, 21t), u E [0, 1) and 8 E [0, 11. These imply that Wz is a Schur polynomial. For 
8 = 1 (3.14) and (3.15) reduce to (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. As in (3.4), (3.15) is equivalent to 
max( y2 1 u(eiq) 1 2, y2 ](l - B)b,(l + e”) - eipku(eip) I”} 
< I p (e’(P) - .xu(eip) + (1 - 8) boxeipk I (3.16) 
where y = qh, x = hp, 8 E [0, l] and q~ E [O, 2~). 
by (3.14) and (3.16). 
Example 7. Let u(t) = 5 and p(t) = 5 - 1. Then 
while (3.16) implies 
The region of absolute stability is determined 
(3.14) is satisfied for e + 0, x c 0 or x > 2/e, 
or 
max( y2, y2(2e2(l + cos 43) - 2e(i + cos 4p) + 1)) 
< I@- 1 - xeicp + (1 - B)xeiq I 2 (3.17) 
y2~(i-ex)2+i-2(i-oxjc0s(p, 
and the region of absolute stability is given in Fig. 3. See Fig. 1 for comparison. 
Fig. 3. 
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The results in this paper can be generalized in several different ways; one can consider a more 
general test function, we also can use more than linear interpolation in (2.3), and nonconstant 
delay can be considered. 
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